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Abstract 

Stereoscopic Images provide depth information with the 
relative distances between the objects in the images. 

There are many different ways to extract disparity maps 

from the visible spectral images. For the infrared 

spectral range, the same approach cannot be utilized for 

the innate low resolution and colorless features because 

typical methods require corresponding features between 

the images. The authors suggest a new approach that 

makes use of image segmentation to obtain depth 
information for stereoscopic millimeter-wave images. 

For image segmentation a selective visual attention 

model based on the theory of a feature-integration of 

attention is used. Experimental results show the 

proposed method provides reasonable depth information 

for object shape recognition and display. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Millimeter-wave radiation is due to thermal 

emission from the objects in the scene, thus no 
illumination is required as for visible light sensors. 

Attenuation and scattering by fog, clouds, and light 

drizzle is considerably lower than in the visible and 
infrared range except for strong molecular absorption 

lines [1]. For this reason it has been mainly developed 

for military purposes. A millimeter-wave imaging 
system has some advantages over the imaging systems 

that cover the visible and infrared wavelength ranges 

in that it is able to penetrate clothes, plastics and 
camouflage. 

Recently growing threats to public safety have 

made it turn its application from military use to 
civilian demands. Especially it is exploited for 

detecting concealed objects underneath clothes in the 

airport.  Disadvantage of the system lies upon lower 
angular resolution because the wavelength of the 

millimeter-wave is in the range of 1mm to 9.9 mm. 

The wavelength is about 10,000 times longer than that 
of the visible wave. Another drawback is the bulky 

size of the imaging system.  

Combination of passive millimeter-wave imaging 
and stereoscopy takes the advantages of principles, 

high-contrast and passive ranging capability. 

Stereoscopic millimeter-wave images provide depth 
information with the relative distances of the objects’ 

in the images. Stereo images in the visible spectral 

range are taken by several methods. A pair of camera 
is the typical method to obtain the images. This pair is 

the basic image unit for generating the object’s image 

with a depth sense which depends only on binocular 
parallax [2].  

In our approach two focal plane detectors are used 

to obtain a stereo image pair. The depth sense from 
stereoscopic 3-D images enables to identify the same 

object in the two different images with the same 

temperature. Stereoscopic Images provide depth 
information with the relative distances between the 

objects in the images. There are many different ways 

to extract disparity maps from the visible spectral 
images. For the infrared spectral range the same 

approach cannot be utilized for the innate low 

resolution and colorless features because typical 
methods require corresponding features between the 

images. 

In this paper a new approach that makes use of 
image segmentation to obtain depth information for 

stereoscopic millimeter-wave images is proposed. A 

selective visual attention model with bottom-up 
approach based on the theory of a feature-integration 

of attention is used for millimeter wave image 

segmentation. Typical disparity estimation approach 
makes use of features points, curves, lines and etc. 

However, it is hard to extract the information for the 

low resolution property. To compensate millimeter-
wave image features selective visual attention system 

[4] is used during the disparity estimation. 
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2. Experimental Results 
 

In the typical millimeter wave imaging system [3], 

the imaging module is consisted of a parabolic 

antenna, a detector array which is located at the focal 
plane of the antenna and a scanning mechanism where 

both the antenna and the array are mounted. The 

detector array is consisted of an array of horn 
antennas. Each horn antenna generates an image pixel 

and has approximately an open aperture size of the 

wavelength employed for the imaging system [2].  
To obtain exact depth information from a pair of 

stereo images camera calculation is required. Two 

cameras must have a same performance, same white 
balance, fixed camera position, but it is hard to get 

such a perfect condition. In the end some additional 

calculations are required. Fig.1 shows a stereo pair of 
millimeter-wave images and obtained disparity map 

using the typical method and the proposed one.  (a) 

and (b) present the input images. (c) and (d) describe 
disparity map obtained by the typical method and the 

proposed one each. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
(a) left image          (b) right image 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

(c) typical method     (d) proposed method 

 
Figure 1 Examples of stereoscopic millimeter-wave 

images taken by the imaging system working at 8mm 

and obtained disparity map 
 

As shown in Fig. 1 the proposed method estimates 

reasonably the disparity in stereoscopic millimeter-
wave images. Disparity estimation is very important 

because it is directly related with distance 

measurement and the depth sense when the 

stereoscopic millimeter-wave images are displayed in 
3-D information displays. In 3-D display systems 

disparity map is used to control the depth sense. In 

most cases disparity map is used  
 

3. Results and discussion 
 

Fig. 2 shows an example of regions segmentation by 

the selective visual attention model based on the 

theory of a feature-integration of attention. Typical 
stereo matching algorithm often fails to find out 

corresponding features because the innate low 

resolution and grayscale images provide few clues to 
match stereoscopic images. The visual attention model 

is quite useful for recognizing a surface of an object as 

a region because it provides information on contours, 
luminance and boundaries of an object region. 
 

 

 

4. Summary 

 

Though there have been many research works on 

the disparity estimation for the stereo images in the 
visible spectral range the estimation for the 

stereoscopic millimeter-wave images is firstly carried 

out. Disparity estimation gives the 3-D information 
about the space of given stereoscopic images and the 

object shape of interest. Stereoscopic millimeter-wave 

image display system that makes use of the disparity 
estimation is expected to improve human and display 

interaction. As further works image rectification will 
be carried out to improve estimation accuracy.  
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Figure 2 ROIs (Region of Interest) that represent object regions are obtained from each right and left images. A 
selective visual attention model based on the theory of a feature-integration of attention is applied for the object 

region segmentation. The attention model is quite useful for recognizing a surface of an object that is projected on 

the image plane as a region. Once corresponding object regions are acquired corresponding features between the 
object regions can be obtained with improved accuracy by the proposed method while the typical methods often 

fail to find out corresponding features. 
 


